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Presidents Report

The job of cleaning up the club rooms and disposing of surplus material is coming closer to
completion.
It has been a massive undertaking, one which has been put off for far too long. Thanks must
go to Richard, Geoff and Ben for carrying out this task.
Ian has finished installing the new baseboard at Glen Evans, replacing the foam base for the
buildings against the tunnel over the main line. It now remains for the track work and wiring to
be completed for the new silo and goods shed which will be installed.
Plans are in the pipeline to improve the décor of the club rooms, but nothing has been decided
at this stage.
It is pleasing to see larger numbers coming along to our running nights, and we hope that this
trend continues.

Happy modeling,
Warwick Brisbane
President

What’s Happening
FROM THE SECRETARY
New members
It’s not often that we welcome three categories of new members at the same time. At
February’s Committee meeting, Phil Green became a Full Member, his son Jonathan a new
Junior member, and Peter Riggall was admitted as a Provisional Member. All three are well
on the way to being able to operate the stations, and bring considerable enthusiasm to the
club. Welcome aboard!
Continental running night
We ran a very successful running night in November featuring Peter Gloster’s continental
locos and rolling stock. Peter worked for the German railways for some time, and has an
impressive collection of models. They are all of high quality, and the interior lighting and
close coupling of the passenger cars made them way ahead of what we are used to for
Australian models.
With Peter’s agreement, we will schedule another Continental night later in the year, so
make sure you mark it in your diaries.
Clean up
The clubrooms are looking almost immaculate following a massive clean-up by Richard
Stephens (Asst. Way & Works Engineer), Geoff Crow and Ben Smith. Mountains of junk
have been disposed of, the library re-organised, proper storage for rolling stock has been
provided, and a general rearrangement of our stores has been done. Thanks guys for a
fantastic effort.

Branch line running
On a recent Friday, we had 15 (that’s right, fifteen!) members in attendance for a timetable 4
night, so we were able to have dedicated drivers for the branches. The Committee
discussed ways to avoid excessive pedestrian traffic past the drivers at Billegulla and St
Aubyns:
Bryansford branch – the Bryansford station master can remain at Bryansford, and will drive
trains on the branch, liaising with the Billegulla station master. It is only necessary to come
past the Billegulla station master if the branch train needs to shunt the Rockville timber
siding or use the siding behind Lakeside station.
Altham branch – the Altham station master will remain at Altham, and only drive trains using
the Altham local controller. A driver for the branch will work between the station masters at
St Aubyns and Robinvale, liaising with the station masters at Walgate and Altham.

Electrical Fault Register
An Electrical Fault Register book has been placed in the workshop area to enable us to
investigate all electrical faults promptly. Please see Safeworking Circular 002/2012 on page
7 of this Callboard. In brief, members experiencing faults are to write the details on the left
hand page, and the member correcting the fault will write details of the fix on the right hand
page.
Membership fees
Fees for the next year (which are due on 1 April 2013) will be: full members $80.00 and
holding members $13.00, with junior members half these fees. Renewal notices will be sent
out shortly – please assist by paying your fees promptly.
Direct debit will be offered for payment of fees, either by transfer from your bank account, or
by depositing at an ANZ branch direct to our account. A suitable note will be added to the
membership renewal form.

David Patrick
Secretary

Aurizon (formerly Queensland National) units 5036 and 5037 bring another load of coal through
Pothana (east of Singleton) in the Hunter Valley on 25/7/2011. This location has changed with the
laying of a third track as ARTC works to increase its coal haulage capability in the Hunter. The locos
are basically the same as the 93 class in last Callboard’s photo, and will be modeled by Auscision
soon.
Photo by David Patrick

Safeworking Circulars

MELBOURNE MODEL RAILWAY SOCIETY
SAFEWORKING CIRCULAR 001/2012
DEFECTIVE ROLLINGSTOCK
16th October 2012

Distribution:
All MMRS Members

AMENDMENT TO
MMRS BOOK OF RULES AND OPERATING PROCEDURES
The following rule is to be added to the MMRS Book of Rules and Operating Procedures.

DEFECTIVE ROLLINGSTOCK
Defective rollingstock (e.g. broken coupler, derails regularly, etc.) is to be removed from the layout
and placed into the “Defective Rollingstock (‘Not to Go’)” box in the workshop area.
A “Not to Go” red card (refer to Error! Reference source not found.) is to be filled out and attached
to the rollingstock.

MELBOURNE MODEL
RAILWAY SOCIETY

Not to Go
Vehicle Class: …………………………………….
Vehicle No.: ……………………………………….
Defect: ……………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………..
Name: ……………..………………………………..
Date: ……………..…………………………………..

MELBOURNE MODEL RAILWAY SOCIETY
SAFEWORKING CIRCULAR 002/2012
ELECTRICAL FAULTS
Distribution:

3rd December 2012

All MMRS Members

AMENDMENT TO
MMRS BOOK OF RULES AND OPERATING PROCEDURES
The following rule is to be added to the MMRS Book of Rules and Operating Procedures.

ELECTRICAL FAULTS
When an electrical fault (either with the track power or the signalling) is noticed on the layout, an
entry is to be made into the Electrical Fault Register located in the workshop area.
The person noticing the electrical fault is to record the following details on the left hand page of the
Electrical Fault Register:
 Description of the fault
 Name
 Date
The person who has fixed the electrical fault is to record the following details on the right hand page
of the Electrical Fault Register:




Description of the fix
Name
Date

Quiz

1.

What type of valve gear was used on the Victorian Railways S class steam locomotives?

2.

Name two locations where bridges were proposed to be built across the Murray River by
the Victorian Railways, but were never built [Hint: top left hand books in the library]

3.

When a Victorian three position signal is indicating red-over-red-over-yellow, what aspect
is it displaying?

4.

What safeworking system is applied to the centre line between Burnley and Camberwell
(i.e. through platform 2 at Auburn station)? [Hint:
http://www.vicsig.net/index.php?page=infrastructure&section=safeworking]

5.

What is the track kilometreage of the MMRS club rooms? [Hint: the kilometre post is on
platform 1]

6.

Where is the datum for the track kilometreage? [Hint:
http://www.vicsig.net/index.php?page=infrastructure&article=distance]

7.

What is the overhead (and automatic signal) distance of the MMRS club rooms? [Hint:
there is an overhead stanchion on platform 1]

8.

Where is the datum for the overhead (and automatic signals)?

9.

“The Railway Series” is set on the fictional Island of Sodor. Where is this island “located”?

10. How many two position signals are on the MMRS layout?
11. Which popular model railway track plan of a three platform city terminus was designed by
C.J. Freezer based upon the Liverpool Street (Metropolitan) station?
12. The MMRS has recently adopted the AMRA weight standard for its rollingstock. How many
grams per mm of length over coupling faces is this for freight wagons? [Hint:
http://www.amra.asn.au/massstandard.pdf]

Answers will be published in the next Callboard

Ed’s Bits

If you have an article, picture, or item of
interest for the Call Board please email it to
me at andrewjmanser@bigpond.com or pass
it onto the secretary.
For all the latest happenings and up to date
information please refer to our Web site.
www.mmrs.org.au

Western Australian Railways Mobile Crane at Pemberton
Has seen better days

Photographs by Andrew Manser, November 2012

MMRS Track Layout Diagrams

ALLANDALE TO GLEN EVANS MODEL
RAILWAY TRACK DIAGRAMS
In the last Call Board, a backstory for the Allandale to Glen Evans model railway was
presented.
In keeping with this backstory, each track and siding on the Allandale to Glen Evans model
railway has been allocated a name and mnemonic, as shown in the track diagrams on the
following pages.
The following nomenclature was used for the mnemonics:


Each industry (e.g. paper mill) or freight facility (e.g. goods shed) at a station is
allocated a letter that is unique within that station – e.g. the paper mill at Walgate is
allocated the letter P.
 Industries and freight facilities that occur at several stations (e.g. Grain Elevator
Board sidings and goods sheds) have been allocated the same letter at each station
– e.g. all Grain Elevator Board sidings are G and all goods sheds are S.
 Where an industry or freight facility has multiple sidings, each siding has also been
allocated a number – e.g. the Roberts Wharf sidings at Allandale are W1 and W2.
 Where a siding has multiple destinations (e.g. the paper mill at Walgate will have an
unloading area for the briquettes, an unloading area for the pulpwood and a loading
dock for the outgoing paper), these are allocated a second letter – e.g. for the paper
mill at Walgate, the unloading area for the briquettes is PB, the unloading area for the
pulpwood is PP and the loading dock for the outgoing paper is PO.
In the near future the control panels will be labelled with the mnemonics. The new timetables
(Timetable 4 and Timetable 5) will use these mnemonics when instructing where a train or
wagon needs to go.

MELBOURNE MODEL RAILWAY SOCIETY
ALLANDALE TO GLEN EVANS MODEL RAILWAY
TRACK DIAGRAMS
Version History:
00.01
00.02

09/06/2012
30/06/2012

Richard Stephens
Richard Stephens

01.00

21/07/2012

Richard Stephens

Initial draft
Updated to David Ward’s review comments:
1. For stations with only one platform, changed "Platform No. 1" to "Platform"
2. For stations with goods sheds, changed “Goods Shed Siding" to "Siding 'S'"
3. Renumbered tracks at Capon Coal
4. Changed "No. 6 South Track" to "X Track" at Allandale
Initial release - approved by the MMRS committee on 17/07/2012

BRISBANE YARD
[BBY]
Coal Stage [C] {42}

Workshop No. 1 Track [WW] {38}
Workshop No. 2 Track

Oil [WO]
{21}

Sand [WS]
{21}
To Glen Evans
(bypass)

To Allandale

To Allandale

Notes:
1. Bypass lines exist in the real world but not in the fictional world.
2. Mnemonics are shown in [square brackets].
3. Lengths are shown in {curly brackets}.
4. Lengths are in centimetres.
5. Track lengths indicate standing room clear of crossing and adjacent tracks.

Version: 01.00
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ALLANDALE
[ALD]

To Glen Evans
(bypass)

Platform No. 1 {180}
No. 1 Track [1] {270}
No. 2 Track [2] {242}
Platform No. 2 {180}
Platform No. 3 {180}

From
Brisbane
Yard

No. 3 Track [3] {176}
No. 4 Track [4] {178}

From Brisbane Yard

From Glen Evans
(bypass)

No. 5 Track [5] {268}
X Track [X] {137}
Grain Elevators Board
Siding [G] {150}
Roberts Wharf Siding
No. 1 [W1] {132}
Roberts Wharf Siding
No. 2 [W2] {167}
From
Brisbane
Yard

No. 6 Track [6] {126}
No. 7 Track [7] {136}

To St Aubyns
To Melbourne [M]
(unmodelled)

Notes:
1. Bypass lines exist in the real world but not in the fictional world.
2. Unmodelled lines exist in the fictional world but not in the real world.
3. Mnemonics are shown in [square brackets].
4. Lengths are shown in {curly brackets}.
5. Lengths are in centimetres.
6. Track lengths indicate standing room clear of crossing and adjacent tracks.

Version: 01.00

ST AUBYNS
[SAB]
Phosphate Co-operative Co. Siding [P] {150}

Goods Shed {xxx}

No. 5 Track [5] {108}

[S2] {68}
Sidings ‘S’

No. 4 Track [4] {240}
From Allandale

[S1] {44}

No. 3 Track [3] {224}

Allandale Gas Co. Siding [C] {109}

No. 2 Track [2] {323}

Shell Oil Co. Siding [O] {105}

No. 1 Track [1] {331}

To Robinvale

Platform {242}
Notes:
1. Mnemonics are shown in [square brackets].
2. Lengths are shown in {curly brackets}.
3. Lengths are in centimetres.
4. Track lengths indicate standing room clear of crossing and adjacent tracks.

Version: 01.00
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ROBINVALE
[RBV]
Goods Shed {xxx}
Iron Bagged
Bulk
Coal Gypsum
Oxide Cement Cement
[CC]
[CG]
[CI]
[CD]
[CK]
{11}
{11}
{11}
{11}
{7}
Victorian Portland Cement Co. Siding
[C] {188}

Siding ‘S’ [S] {97}
Platform {213}
No. 1 Track [1] {252}

To Walgate

No. 2 Track [2] {229}

From St Aubyns
Grain Elevators Board Siding [G] {108}

No. 3 Track [3] {229}
Notes:
1. Mnemonics are shown in [square brackets].
2. Lengths are shown in {curly brackets}.
3. Lengths are in centimetres.
4. Track lengths indicate standing room clear of crossing and adjacent tracks.

Version: 01.00

WALGATE
[WLG]
No. 1 Track [1] {418}

From Robinvale

To Bank Box Loop

Platform No. 1 {235}
Platform No. 2 {37}
No. 2 Track [2] {79}

Platform No. 3 {152}

No. 3 Track [3] {294}

From Martins Ice Works Siding

No. 4 Track [4] {256}
Australian Paper Manufacturers Siding [P] {133}
Briquettes
[PB] {xxx}

Pulpwood
[PP] {xxx}

Outgoing
[PO] {xxx}

No. 5 Track [5] {87}

Siding ‘S’ [S] {86}
Goods Shed {xxx}

Notes:
1. Mnemonics are shown in [square brackets].
2. Lengths are shown in {curly brackets}.
3. Lengths are in centimetres.
4. Track lengths indicate standing room clear of crossing and adjacent tracks.

Version: 01.00
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BANK BOX LOOP
[BBL]
No. 2 Track [2] {281}
No. 1 Track [1] {284}

From Walgate

To Billegulla

Notes:
1. Mnemonics are shown in [square brackets].
2. Lengths are shown in {curly brackets}.
3. Lengths are in centimetres.
4. Track lengths indicate standing room clear of crossing and adjacent tracks.

Version: 01.00

BILLEGULLA
[BLG]
From Lakeside

Platform No. 1 South {33}

Platform No. 1 {180}

No. 1 South Track [1S] {33}

No. 1 Track [1] {296}

To Glen Evans

No. 2 Track [2] {261}

From Bank Box Loop

No. 3 Track [3] {234}
Siding ‘S’ [S] {217}
Goods Shed {58}

Patrick’s Foundry Siding [F] {102}

Cattle Yard Siding [C] {144}
Notes:
1. Mnemonics are shown in [square brackets].
2. Lengths are shown in {curly brackets}.
3. Lengths are in centimetres.
4. Track lengths indicate standing room clear of crossing and adjacent tracks.

Version: 01.00
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GLEN EVANS
[GEV]
Goods Shed {xxx}
Grain Elevators Board Siding [G] {149}

No. 7 Track [7] {78}

Siding ‘S’ [S] {63}

No. 6 Track [6] {82}
From Billegulla

From
Melbourne [M]
and
“Up Country” [U]
(unmodelled)

No. 5 Track [5] {278}
No. 4 Track [4] {278}
To Allandale
(bypass)

No. 3 Track [3] {263}
Platform No. 3 {242}
Platform No. 2 {59}
No. 2 Track [2] {61}

Platform No. 1 {183}

No. 1 Track [1] {284}
To Allandale
(bypass)

Notes:
1. Bypass lines exist in the real world but not in the fictional world.
2. Unmodelled lines exist in the fictional world but not in the real world.
3. Mnemonics are shown in [square brackets].
4. Lengths are shown in {curly brackets}.
5. Lengths are in centimetres.
6. Track lengths indicate standing room clear of crossing and adjacent tracks.

From
Brisbane
Yard
(bypass)

Version: 01.00

ALTHAM
[ATM]
Platform {106}
No. 1 Track [1] {130}
Siding ‘S’ [S] {65}

No. 2 Track [2] {81}

Goods Shed {xxx}

No. 3 Track [3] {132}

To Gallstone Quarry Siding

Notes:
1. Mnemonics are shown in [square brackets].
2. Lengths are shown in {curly brackets}.
3. Lengths are in centimetres.
4. Track lengths indicate standing room clear of crossing and adjacent tracks.

Version: 01.00
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GALLSTONE QUARRY SIDING
[GQS]

CAPON COAL
[CPC]

Gallstone Quarry Siding {46}
No. 2 Track [2] {133}

From Altham

To Boorayugga Cattleyard Siding

No. 1 Track [1] {95}
Platform {22}
Briquette Factory Siding No. 2 [B2] {105}

Workshops Siding [W] {34}
Oil Siding [O] {33}

Briquette Factory Siding No. 1 [B1] {95}
Notes:
1. Mnemonics are shown in [square brackets].
2. Lengths are shown in {curly brackets}.
3. Lengths are in centimetres.
4. Track lengths indicate standing room clear of crossing and adjacent tracks.

Version: 01.00

BOORAYUGGA CATTLEYARD SIDING
[BCS]

MARTINS ICE WORKS SIDING
[MIW]
Ice Shed No. 2 {17}
Martins Ice Works Siding {74}
Ice Shed No. 1 {25}

To Walgate

From Capon Coal
Boorayugga Cattleyard Siding {65}

Notes:
1. Mnemonics are shown in [square brackets].
2. Lengths are shown in {curly brackets}.
3. Lengths are in centimetres.
4. Track lengths indicate standing room clear of crossing and adjacent tracks.

Version: 01.00
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BRYANSFORD
[BRF]

ELDER DOWNS
[EDD]

Platform {76}

Platform {41}

No. 1 Track [1] {179}
Siding ‘S’ [S] {53}

No. 2 Track [2] {93}

Goods Shed {xxx}

Grain Elevators Board Siding [G] {115}

To Rockville Timber Siding

Cattle Yard Siding [C] {189}
Notes:
1. Mnemonics are shown in [square brackets].
2. Lengths are shown in {curly brackets}.
3. Lengths are in centimetres.
4. Track lengths indicate standing room clear of crossing and adjacent tracks.

Version: 01.00

ROCKVILLE TIMBER SIDING
[RTS]

LAKESIDE
[LKS]
No. 1 Track [1]

From Elder Downs
Platform {19}
Rockville Timber Siding {104}

To Billegulla

Platform {56}
No. 2 Track [2] {160}
Notes:
1. Mnemonics are shown in [square brackets].
2. Lengths are shown in {curly brackets}.
3. Lengths are in centimetres.
4. Track lengths indicate standing room clear of crossing and adjacent tracks.

Version: 01.00
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MMRS Library

The MMRS library has had a major reorganisation in the last few months. The various books,
periodicals and DVDs have been rearranged into the following hierarchy:
Prototype:

Books

Periodicals:

Australian Professional

Victorian

Australian Enthusiast

Other Australian

International

International

Modelling:
Books
Periodicals
Australian
International
Videos
Duplicate books and magazines have been weeded out and disposed of, which has saved a
significant amount of shelf space. Also, overseas magazines older than 2000 (or 1990 in the
case of Model Railroader) have been disposed of as they took up a lot of room but are not of
much value to most MMRS members.
As per the “MMRS Welcome Book for New Members”, the following two rules apply to the
library:
a)

If you remove an item from the shelves to read in the library, please put it back; and

b)

If you remove an item to take home, please record it in the loan book in the library.
When you bring it back, please:
i)

Record the return in the loan book;

ii)

Put it back on the shelves; and

iii)

Place the fee in the money box provided.

For books, magazines and videos taken away, a fee towards further library purchases is
customary.
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NEW ACQUISITIONS
The library has recently acquired two new DVDs:
British Transport Films Collection (18-disc set)
Railway Operation and Signalling
British Transport Films Collection

The blurb for the British Transport Films Collection is:
This impressive 18-disc box set collects all nine volumes of the British Film Institute's
celebrated British Transport Films DVD series and fully illustrates the wide range of
subjects the BTF Unit covered for over three decades. Released in a beautifully
illustrated box containing slimline cases and a fully illustrated booklet, with extensive
notes and credits to each film, this remarkable collection serves much more than the
transport enthusiast. It provides a unique insight into the changing social history of
Britain from the 1950s to the 1980s.
Over a whopping 38 hours and 125 films, The British Transport Films Collection
covers it all. From the very first BTF film Berth 24, to rare gems such as E for
Experimental, The Travolators and Old Sam the Signalman, to travelogues revealing
a changing Britain like This Year London and Letter for Wales to much-loved classics
like Blue Pullman, Elizabethan Express, Terminus and John Betjeman Goes by Train,
there's truly something here for everyone.
Throughout the films on this volume, the professional craftsmanship and artistry of
the BTF Unit are on constant display. Their imaginative and innovative approaches to
presenting an exhausting array of subjects remain an inspiration to filmmakers and
fans alike. As always, the films on this collection have been digitally re-mastered from
the best available film elements preserved at the BFI National Archive.

20

The film “Train Time” has already been shown at the monthly Knowledge Sharing sessions.
My pick of the films, however, is “Terminus”, which captures the sheer magic that is a
London mainline terminus in full swing.
Note that this is a “Region 2” DVD. See me or send me an email with the make and model of
your DVD player if you need any assistance in getting the DVD to play on your DVD player.
Railway Operation and Signalling

21

The blurb for the Railway Operation and Signalling is:
Between the 1890s and the 1970s, the operating procedures employed on Britain's
railways hardly changed. The equipment was different but a time-travelling Edwardian
signalman would have felt entirely at home with colour light signals, Deltics and
Freightliners.
This DVD takes you through essential issues such as semaphore and colour light
signals, track layouts, head lamp codes and traffic patterns – all of them seen from a
railwayman's point of view.
It takes you on an operational tour of some remarkable model railways – from a
three-way junction station to a massive ScaleSeven Midland Railway layout – on
which you'll see a wide variety of train services.
Supported by animated diagrams and archive stills, the programme goes on to
explain how – and why – things were done during the steam and early-diesel era,
touching on such topics as
scale speeds, shunting procedures and the different ways in which passenger and
freight trains were handled by the operating department.
The DVD is entertainingly fronted by one-time footplateman Bob Essery – now a
highly regarded finescale modeller, historian and railway writer – and Tim Shackleton,
the former editor of Model Railway Journal and the author of more than 100 articles
on railway-related themes.

VICTORIAN RAILWAYS ADVISORY BOARD MINUTE BOOK
Perhaps the most interesting book in the MMRS library is the “Victorian Railways Advisory
Board Minute Book”. This is the actual minute book of the Victorian Railways Advisory
Board (consisting of the Commissioner, the Chief Mechanical Engineer, the Chief Traffic
Manager, the Chief Accountant, the Engineer for Existing Lines and the Secretary) in the
period 1900 to 1902. Heaven knows how the MMRS came to be in possession of this book –
perhaps it is best that we don’t know!
The book itself is beautifully bound, with leather covers, gold lettering on the spine, marbled
edges and copperplate handwriting by the Secretary as well as the signature of the
Commissioner himself at the end of each meeting confirming that the minutes are “true and
correct”. However, it is the content of the meeting minutes that is of real interest.
The first meeting recorded in the book is dated Tuesday 27th February 1900. An extract of the
meeting minutes is shown below:
Conveyance of School Excursions
Further and very careful consideration was given to the question of the conveyance at
specially reduced fares of School and special excursions on Christmas Day, Boxing
Day, New Years Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Cup Day and Prince of Wales
Birthday.

22

It was reported that in all the other Colonies fares lower than the prevailing rates
which are on issue to the general public, are not granted to any special excursion that
may be run on any of the public holidays.
In this Colony, under the existing arrangement it is necessary to utilise about 400
goods wagons to provide facilities for school and special excursions, and the traffic is
thus disarranged and business seriously inconvenienced in consequence of the
wagons being out of the ordinary running for so long, and in addition a large
expenditure is involved in the provision of canopies for, and to make the wagons
suitable. It is considered that the revenue derived from the excursions does not
recoup the Dept for the expense incurred and the inconvenience & delay occasioned
the goods traffic, and it is recognised that in the use of wagons the liability to serious
accident is so great that the members of the Board felt that the practice should be
reduced to a minimum so as to lessen the risk as far as possible, and safeguard the
interests of the Department, as well as ensure the safety and comfort of the
excursionists.

The current Rail Safety Act in Victoria (the Rail Safety Act 2006, available at
http://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/domino/Web_Notes/LDMS/LTObject_Store/LTObjSt6.nsf/
DDE300B846EED9C7CA257616000A3571/A4F071CEBB77D143CA2579FE00173816/$FI
LE/06-96sra010%20authorised.pdf) section 19 “The concept of ensuring safety” states that:
(1)
To avoid doubt, a duty imposed on a person under this Act or the regulations
to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, safety requires the person to—
(a)

eliminate risks to safety so far as is reasonably practicable; and

(b)
if it is not reasonably practicable to eliminate risks to safety, to
reduce those risks so far as is reasonably practicable.

It is sometimes tempting to think that risk management and litigious passengers is a recent
phenomenon. However, it is interesting how similar the language of today’s “so far as is
reasonably practicable” test is to the language of over 100 years ago as they sought to “lessen
the risk as far as possible, and safeguard the interests of the Department, as well as ensure the
safety and comfort of the excursionists.”
This book provides a rare insight into the internal machinations of the Victorian Railways
over 100 years ago.
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MELBOURNE MODEL RAILWAY SOCIETY
PROGRAMME MARCH / APRIL / MAY 2013
Tuesday
March 2013

Friday
March 2013
1

Timetable 4 running

HR

5

Work night
Committee meeting

8

Timetable running

BS

12

Timetable running

15

Timetable 4 running

MH

19

Work night

22

Timetable running.
Knowledge sharing –
Victorian heritage

DP

26

Timetable running

29

Clubrooms closed

RS

April 2013

April 2013

2

Work night
Committee meeting

5

Timetable 4 running

MJ

9

Timetable running

12

Timetable running Theme
American

WB

16

Work night

19

Timetable running.
Knowledge sharing –
Regional Rail Link

HR

23

Timetable running
Theme British

26

Timetable 4 running

BS

30

Timetable running

May 2013

MH

May 2013
3

Timetable 4 running
Theme NSW

MH

7

Work night
Committee meeting

10

Timetable 4 running

DP

14

Timetable running

17

Timetable running.
Knowledge sharing –
VR carriages

RS

21

Work night

24

Timetable running Theme
Victorian

MJ

28

Timetable running

31

24

WB
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